thatzf'EK. p (a,b), see [5] .
We denote by N, the set of non negative integers, R stands for the set of real numbers and R+ = (0,oo) and C is the set of complex numbers.
The Gaussian hypergeometric function 2F1[z] is defined by
Definition. The fractional derivative operator J~~~~~ is defined by [3] :
where the function f(z) is analytic in a simply -connected region of the z-plane containing the origin, with the order
and the multiplicity of (z-t)-" is removed by requiring that log (z-t) to be real when (z-t) E R+. J£y"flZ> =0D03B1z f(z)
where 0D03B1z is defined by
In the limiting case, when a-*I", we have We observe the following:
The function 03C6(n) defined by (2.10) [5] ).
